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 Craiglockhart Primary School 

 Craiglockhart Parent Council Minutes 
 

  Meeting held at Tynecastle High School on 22
nd

 January 2020 

 

 

1. Present: Gareth Oakley (C); Derek Law, Jonny Dobson, Mark Taylor, Seona Skulina, Marc 

Vendrell 

 

Apologies: Kersti Anear, Tara Hargreaves, Loren Slater, Helen Miller 

 

 

2. Minutes of previous meeting 

 

No issues with the minutes were raised. Minutes therefore accepted without further revision. 

 

3. Parent Survey – Review 

 

Gareth provided a quick recap of the questions that were asked of parents/carers. There were 

four themes around general communication, family learning, sharing learning and reporting. 

 

There were 84 responses in total, which provides a reasonable snapshot of opinion. It is 

recognised, however, that this represents opinions from around 33% of all families. 

 

Communication 

 

Q. How do you find out about school news? 

 

The majority of respondents read the School newsletter either in paper form or via email. A 

significant number of respondents appear to read both. Few respondents use the website as a 

primary information source. 

 

Commentary: Use of paper and email in distributing School newsletters should continue. 

 

Family Learning 

 

Q. This question asked respondents to rank in priority order information they felt should be 

available via the website Class pages. 

 

Top three responses were: 

 

 Literacy & Numeracy focus e.g. spelling words, focus of writing, class novels 

 Explanations of Literacy & Numeracy teaching approaches, e.g. mental maths 

strategies, how to support reading 

 Suggestions for Literacy and Numeracy activities to do at home 
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Commentary: The majority of Class Pages offer this information already. However, wider 

commentary in the survey and discussion in the meeting noted that this isn’t always apparent 

to parents/carers and continued promotion of materials on the website would help 

 

Sharing Learning 

Q. This question asked respondents to rank in priority order the format of events to share 

learning that would be most helpful for parents/carers. 

 

Top three responses were: 

 

 Drop-in at the beginning of the year to informally meet your child’s new teacher 

 Drop-ins through the year with a focus on an area of learning/ of the curriculum 

 Drop-ins where children show and talk about examples of their learning 

 

Commentary: The year-long building works have prevented drop-in sessions taking place. 

There is clearly an appetite and value to these sessions for parents/carers. 

 

Reporting to Parents 

 

Q. Respondents were asked to rate their level of agreement/disagreement with a number of 

statements relating to reports received by parents/carers.  

 

Commentary: P1 parents/carers were asked specifically about Learning Journals that are 

used in P1/P2. For other year groups the main issues noted were about clear next steps for 

children and understanding the wider pastoral view. 

 

Twitter 

 

Respondents were also asked about their view on the use of Twitter to promote events in the 

School calendar and share thoughts/photos from Class trips, sports events etc. 

 

Commentary: Responses were split essentially 50:50 either in favour or against use of 

Twitter. Strong views were expressed on both viewpoints and it is clear that any use of 

Twitter will only suit one section of the whole school community. 

 

Derek reported back Staff feedback on the questionnaire. 

 

With around one third of families responding to the survey, staff don’t feel this is sufficient 

to tackle sweeping changes. However, there was a positive effort to look at amending 

existing material and to attempt a few new approaches. 

 

In terms of general themes: 

 

 Continue to use Class Pages on website to host learning materials and information 

around curriculum and approaches to home learning 
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 Email to parents/carers whenever there is a significant update to the Class Pages 

 Encourage all parents/carers to engage with the website, newsletters etc. And become 

familiar with all information made available  

 To organise 2 x drop-ins for parents/carers once building snagging works are 

complete and public displays are in place 

 Reports – to ensure all teachers refer to Next Steps in the progress report and to have 

a consistent approach to Health & Wellbeing and pastoral comments 

 For all pupils to have access to Sumdog (basic programme) 

 To reinstate class handbooks at the beginning of the year 

 School is updating its Learning, Teaching and Assessment policy; continuing to 

inform parents/carers will be an integral part of taking things forward 

 Sharing more information on assessment to offer a bit more background as to how 

progress of each pupil is evaluated 

 

In terms of stage specific action points: 

 

P1: Continue to use online journals and offer a termly update to the Class Pages 

P2: Consider either a booklet or meeting for parents/carers to assist in the transition from P2 

to P3 

P3: Update spelling words each week; potentially looking at a home learning information 

booklet for parents/carers at the start of the year 

P4: Updates to the Class Pages termly to include links to websites, home learning support 

and approaches to learning 

P5 – 7: Continue to promote material on class pages available to parents/carers. Add 

material about writing – how it is taught and activities that parents/carers can use to support 

their children’s development 

 

A wider discussion regarding the views expressed in the survey and staff reflections on 

these, took place. 

 

While there was no appetite to return to formal homework tasks among the group, there was 

a recognition that a significant number of parents/carers now feel detached from their child’s 

progress and learning.  

 

The combination of building works preventing drop-in sessions, and no longer having 

formal tasks to sit down and support children with at home, has left some parents/carers 

feeling in the dark as to how their child is progressing, and the topics and themes being 

learnt. They then feel unable to offer support in home life.  

 

E.g. if parents/carers know that the week’s topic in maths is about money then they can talk 

around going to the shops, or get their child to help with arithmetic around shopping. 

 

There is also some concern that this can mean that any topics that pupils are finding more 

difficult get missed by parents/carers and therefore they may get to the end of the year and 

annual report before seeing where these issues lie. It reduces proactive opportunities at home 

to support. 
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Gareth noted that the pupils are used to self-assessment work in class reflecting on what they 

know and which challenges they think they need to tackle next. Perhaps a snapshot of this 

could come home to parents/carers to help their view of progress. It would avoid 

unnecessary additional effort by staff. 

 

Other suggestions from the meeting included pupils being able to take home work (or 

jotters) periodically to show parents/carers; periodic notes home with simple bullet points 

about topics and themes (some of this may well be available via Class booklets as proposed 

in the staff commentary) or drop-in periods offered to parents/carers to come into school and 

see work in classrooms. 

 

It is hoped that the reintroduction of drop-in sessions will help to bridge this gap. This 

should also be helped by parents/carers becoming more familiar with material on the Class 

Pages. 

 

Action: Derek to reflect with staff about how best to offer progress updates for 

parents/carers. 

 

4. Head Teacher’s Update 

 

Derek provided an update on a number of topics: 

 

 Congratulations to the Craiglockhart team that became Edinburgh Sportshall 

Champions for the third year running! They will now represent Edinburgh in the East 

Scotland finals 

 Delighted that the building works are now complete. There are a few snagging issues 

currently being addressed, notably with the heating system.  

 The nursery is well-placed in meeting the requirements of the 1140 programme 

extending provision of available funded childcare. The main uncertainty is whether a 

proposed forest kindergarten programme in Craiglockhart Woods will be feasible 

 The School Budget is in reasonably healthy shape, though staff absences over the 

past two months have had an impact. Where funds are available these will be 

targeted at literacy and numeracy resources 

 Support for Learning in school has been bolstered by PEF funding enabling 

additional resourcing to support pupils 

 Extra-curricular activities: A full Active Schools programme is now in place and 

other activities such as drama, Computer Explorers and the bike club are anticipated 

to restart in the coming months 

 Drop-ins for parents/carers are planned for February and in the summer term once 

snagging works are completed 

 

Derek also provided an outline on ongoing work on the School Improvement Plan (the 

current version can be found at 

https://craiglockhartprimary.files.wordpress.com/2019/09/improvement-plan-2019_20-

craiglockhart-p.s.pdf) 

https://craiglockhartprimary.files.wordpress.com/2019/09/improvement-plan-2019_20-craiglockhart-p.s.pdf
https://craiglockhartprimary.files.wordpress.com/2019/09/improvement-plan-2019_20-craiglockhart-p.s.pdf
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This document is developed annually. It sets out actions that are prioritised across the 

academic year relating to curriculum delivery and wider engagement with parents/carers. 

 

It reflects on guidance provided by City of Edinburgh Council (via its Edinburgh Learns 

framework) and Scottish Government priorities set out in the National Improvement 

Framework (a short summary can be found here: https://www.gov.scot/publications/2020-

national-improvement-framework-improvement-plan-summary/) 

 

 

5. SW Locality Group Meeting and Consultative Committee with Parents (CCwP)  

Gareth is our representative on the SW Locality meetings (comprising the Currie, Balerno, 

Firrhill, Wester Hailes, and Tynecastle High Schools and their associated cluster primary 

schools) and also a SW Locality representative into the CCwP. 

 

The latest CCwP meeting took place on 3
rd

 December. Main items of note: 

 

Education and Families Department Budget – Normally a summary of the proposed 

Budget for 2020/21 would be made available to Parent Councils. The CEC must set its 

budget in early March 2020. Due to the General Election it will not be possible for this 

sharing to happen since Scottish Government Budget (and therefore CEC’s settlement) 

won’t be confirmed until the UK Government Budget in March 2020. 

 

Term Dates – Following a consultation with Head Teachers the term end date for Autumn 

2020 has been revised from Wednesday 23
rd

 December to Tuesday 22
nd

 December. Term 

restarts on Wednesday 6
th

 January 2021. 

 

School Lets – The processing of School Lets is still not functioning effectively. While 

schools and parental bodies must plan ahead, the response times for confirmation of lets still 

seem poor on many occasions (the target is to respond within 14 days). Ongoing work is 

seeking to address this. 

 

Parental Engagement – The material regarding parental engagement has been refreshed. 

This provides details regarding the role of parent councils and the structure of the Locality 

and CCwP forums. Details are at: https://www.edinburgh.gov.uk/parental-engagement 

 

The latest SW Locality meeting took place on 14
th

 January. The main point of discussion 

was the process by which CEC continue to project school rolls and therefore plan for school 

building projects (reconfigurations, extensions and new build).  

 

A snapshot of the December 2019 ten year projections for Craiglockhart and its cluster 

primary schools as well as Tynecastle, Boroughmuir and Firrhill is provided here. It should 

be noted that these are projections to guide understanding of pupil numbers rather than 

absolute numbers of pupils attending each school. The longer the period of the projection, 

the greater degree of uncertainty in absolute numbers. 

 

https://www.gov.scot/publications/2020-national-improvement-framework-improvement-plan-summary/
https://www.gov.scot/publications/2020-national-improvement-framework-improvement-plan-summary/
https://www.edinburgh.gov.uk/parental-engagement
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Capacity School 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 

476 Craiglockhart 359 340 340 321 312 301 297 298 297 294 307 

420 Balgreen 356 337 330 318 312 302 288 285 283 283 285 

420 Dalry 259 262 271 265 273 289 286 296 291 288 283 

420 Stenhouse 346 346 345 349 344 332 323 321 321 326 327 

900 Tynecastle 621 658 668 674 690 698 725 721 728 725 704 

1,150 Firrhill 1,220 1,227 1,235 1,245 1,245 1,243 1,227 1,208 1,192 1,191 1,151 

1,200 Boroughmuir 1,310 1,367 1,414 1,501 1,553 1,550 1,575 1,640 1,717 1,760 1,766 

 

It is not anticipated that there will be any significant pressures on capacity at Craiglockhart 

(or any of the other cluster schools feeding Tynecastle High School). 

 

Tynecastle High School is anticipated to see a steady increase in pupil numbers, but within 

the existing capacity of the school. 

 

Both Firrhill and Boroughmuir High Schools are expected to be operating at or exceeding 

notional capacity throughout the next decade. 

 

City-wide there are a number of ongoing programmes of works on the Learning Estate. In 

dealing with capacity issues CEC will engage with senior management and parent council at 

each school to discuss how to manage these. In general the hierarchy of action will be: 

 

 Reconfiguration of the existing school buildings to accommodate greater teaching 

space etc. 

 Extension works (more typical in Primary School Estate) 

 New build (exceptional circumstances related to condition of existing building or 

significant additional housing development within catchment) 

 

In a limited number of cases a catchment boundary review may be carried out. 

 

Further details can be found at: https://www.edinburgh.gov.uk/school-places/school-roll-

projections?documentId=11982&categoryId=20256 

 

6. AOB 

 

After School Club 

The issue of after-school club provision was raised. It is noted that there is a persistent 

waiting list for access to CASC. With the closure of Melville House this puts additional 

pressure on requests for provision – particularly at the lower end of the school. 

 

Derek noted that the school is not responsible for the operation of CASC and therefore can’t 

directly influence any decisions regarding extension of capacity. However, there is regular 

discussion between Derek and Alan (Manager of CASC) regarding its operation and access 

to resources. 

 

It is known that there have been a number of options explored by CASC to seek to offer 

additional places for children. Meeting Care Inspectorate requirements is a challenge in all 

cases. 

https://www.edinburgh.gov.uk/school-places/school-roll-projections?documentId=11982&categoryId=20256
https://www.edinburgh.gov.uk/school-places/school-roll-projections?documentId=11982&categoryId=20256
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Action: Gareth to consult CASC and get an update regarding expansion opportunities 

(if any) 

 

Multimedia and adverts 

 

Jonny raised a general point regarding how adverts embedded in multi-media used in class 

are vetted by staff to avoid age inappropriate content being presented. A recent example 

concerned adverts for a console game being seen in class. 

 

Derek noted that staff will always watch material in advance and therefore should avoid 

inappropriate content. However, there are occasions when embedded adverts update with 

each clip and therefore staff can’t always determine what advert will be seen. There are 

protections in place across web usage to filter out any offensive or obscene material. 

 

Website material 

 

Jonny noted that he thought that some of the timings noted in the ‘daily routine’ on the 

website look out of line with current practice. Derek will review what is currently in place 

and update where necessary. 

 

7. Date of future meetings  

 

Wednesday 4
th

 March 19:00 

Wednesday 13
th

 May 19:00 

 


